
Moves
Climbing: Pinwolves can climb any surface their limbs
can punch into, such as flesh or wood. Metal gives
them more problems, but larger specimens may be
able to punch foot-holds into it with their limbs.
Charge: Lightning fast sprints to knock targets off
balance (Blunt / Knockdown).
Bite: Pinwolf mouths are designed to latch on and tear
if things try to pull away (Serrated).
Stamp: ‘Impale’ might be a better word, using their
pin-like limbs to pierce their targets (Spike).

Variants
Armour: The pinwolf’s fur is matted and spiked,
giving it greater protection.

Resources
Specimens: Pin-Limbs, Flexible Tongue, Beast Bones
Whispers: Unsettling Movement, The Approaching
Pack

Pinwolf (Medium Swift Beast)
Vicious pack hunters with stiletto limbs, pinwolves are
a seemingly omnipresent threat across the reaches
and territories of the wildsea. Use pinwolves if you want
the crew to face something swift and uncanny that attacks
in groups.

Presence
Sight: They move in fits and bursts, more like small
birds than wolves. Long twitching tongues. Rough,
coarse fur and smooth skin underneath.
Sound: The sharp impacts of their pin-like limbs on
metal. Hissing when they’re readying themselves to
attack, whining and yelping when they’re hurt.
Scraping and skittering if they move over metal.
Smell: Musky - a mixture of  sweat and old blood.
Taste: Pinwolf meat is tough, and tastes bitter unless
charred or fried (when it’s then surprisingly buttery).

Tracks
Lone: Health
Pack: + Morale
Elite: + Jaws / + Limbs

Snapperpillar (Large Armoured Insect Beast)
Somewhere between crocodile and giant centipede,
snapperpillars are fiercely territorial creatures that
make their lairs in risen ruins. Most specimens have
between ten and twenty legs, giving them a worrying
turn of speed and the ability to climb sinuously around
an environment despite their size. Use a giant scorpion
if you want the crew to face something armoured,
determined and venomous.

Presence
Sight: Two tonnes of muscle, armour and teeth. Four
jaws spread wide. Cross-shaped bite-marks. .
Sound: The sandpaper rub of scales. Low rumbling in
the throat as they stare down prey.
Smell: Like an old swamp.
Taste: Muddy flesh and unpalatable scales, but a
delicious tongue.

Tracks
Lone: Jaws / Armour / Underbelly
Elite: + Health

Moves
Hardened Scales: Though the underbelly of a
snapperpillar is vulnerable to attacks most of the body
is covered in thick armour-like scales. These scales
rise and spread when the beast is enraged, making it
seem even bigger than it already is.
Caterpillar Climb: Snapperpillars can move across and
up rough terrain with ease, but are defeated by
smoother surfaces.
Tremendous Bite: Perhaps the most striking feature
of the snapperpillar is its jaw, a cross-shaped maw
that opens almost impossibly wide as it lunges in for
attacks. (Spike / Keen / Grapple).
Trampling Charge: Goes over and through anything in
its path (Blunt/Knockdown).

Variants
Hex-Jaw: A mutation with additional jaws - even
more bite power!

Resources
Specimens: Quad Jaw, Snapper Tongue, Rough Scales
Whispers: Curious Crossbreed


